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Summary Repsol is an international Oil and Gas company based in Spain and present in 
more than 30 countries, which main economic activities are: Exploration and 
Production (E&P), Refining, Gas Processing, and recently, New Energy 
Technologies. The Upstream business (E&P) is one of Repsol’s most 
important sources of income and the shaft of their corporate strategy for the 
medium term. Although Upstream is not the most energy and emissions 
intensive area of the company, the need to improve the Energy Management 
System (EMS) and fit it to the current situation and the nature of the business, 
has been identified. The aim of this project is the adjustment and application of 
different elements of the EMS for Upstream operations, using the ISO 50001 
Standard as a framework. To accomplish this, three main concepts of the 
EMS will be encouraged: EE and GHG reduction assurance in the 
development process of new projects, the use of appropriate tools for Energy 
Planning, and the implementation of relevant verification outlines. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

The Oil and Gas (O&G) Industry has been one of the most environmentally questioned sectors in the last 
decades, where the management of the resources and impact over natural life has been severely 
criticized. There are many adverse effects of the activities around the O&G business, from which the 
consumption of energy and the emissions of Greenhouse Gases (GHG) stand out to be one of the most 
important aspects to mitigate. The management of these issues in the Exploration and Production (E&P) 
activity has been a hard task to accomplish and the need to have appropriate Energy Management 
Systems (EnMS) has been clearly identified in the last decade.  

Repsol is an international O&G Company, based in Spain, present in over 30 countries and dedicated to 
both; the E&P business, and the downstream operations (Refining and Marketing). Repsol’s 
Environmental Footprint Direction is actively seeking alternatives to reduce GHG emissions in all the 
Company’s operations following their Environmental and Energy Efficiency Policies. In response to 
Repsol’s corporate strategy, E&P will have an important growth through new projects around the globe, 
reason why the improvement of the current EnMS is key, although E&P is not Repsol’s most energy and 
emissions intensive activity.  

This project studies the actual EnMS in E&P and develops measures of improvement using established 
management tools in the division, applying the principles of the ISO 50001 Standard, to include energy 
savings and GHG emissions mitigation in the lifecycle of Repsol’s E&P operated assets. The main focus 
lands over three core elements: the Integrated Project Management platform for new projects, the Energy 
Planning follow-up applications, and the implementation of relevant energy audit outlines.  
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GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS 

Key Energy Definitions: 

Energy Management System: Set of interrelated or interacting elements to establish an energy policy 
and energy objectives, and processes and procedures to achieve those objectives 

Energy Assessment: Determination of the organization’s energy performance based on data and other 
information leading to identification of opportunities for improvement. 

Energy Efficiency: Ratio or other quantitative relationship between an output of performance, service, 
goods or energy, and an input of energy 

Energy Baseline: Quantitative reference(s) providing a basis of comparison of energy performance 

Energy Performance: Measurable results related to energy efficiency, use and consumption 

Energy Key Performance Indicator (KPI): Quantitative value or measure of energy performance as 
defined by the organization 

Energy Objective: Specified outcome or achievement set to meet the organization’s energy policy related 
to improved energy performance 

Energy Use: Manner or kind of application of energy 

Energy consumption: Quantity of energy applied 

Energy Source: Source from which energy can be obtained to provide heat, light and power. 

Energy Sink: Where energy is consumed, lost or wasted. 

Internal Energy Audit: Detailed assessment of the energy performance of the organization, of a process, 
or both that are planned and conducted as part of the identification and prioritization of opportunities to 
improve energy performance. 
 
Oil and Gas Industry Definitions: 

Upstream: Common way to refer to Exploration and Production in the Oil and Gas industry 

Downstream: Refers to refining of petroleum crude oil and the processing and purifying of raw natural 
gas, as well as the marketing and distribution of products derived from crude oil and natural gas 

Business Unit: Segment of a company presenting a specific business function, and a definite place on 
the organization chart. In E&P, business units are usually related to the geographical locations of the 
operations. 

O&G Company: Often referred as the operator company in E&P. Company that has acquired the rights of 
exploration and production of oil and gas fields. 

Production: Operation that brings hydrocarbons to the surface and prepares them for processing.  

Operated Asset:  Field where reserves of hydrocarbons are and is operated by the O&G Company. 
Involves production, flow assurance and  processing installations. 
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E&P Installation: Facilities for the processing of natural gas and crude oil to sale specifications 

Flow assurance: refers to ensuring successful and economical flow of hydrocarbon stream form reservoir 
to the point of sale 
 
Abbreviations: 

O&G - Oil and Gas 

E&P - Exploration and Production 

EnMS - Energy Management System 

EE - Energy Efficiency 

GHG - Greenhouse Gases 

BU - Business Unit 

KPI - Key Performance Indicators 

DGE&P - General Direction of E&P (Dirección General de E&P in Spanish) 

DEDT - Executive Direction of Technical Development (Dirección Ejecutiva de Desarrollo 
Técnico in Spanish) 

FEED - Front-end Engineering Design 

ISO - International Organization for Standarization 

OGP - International Organization of Oil and Gas Producers 

CAPP - Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers 

IPIECA - The Global Oil and Gas Industry Association for Environmental and Social Issues 

EPA - U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

GIP - Integrated Project Management (Gestión Integrada de Proyectos in Spanish) 

DSMA - Direction of Safety and Environment (Dirección de Seguridad y Medio Ambiente in 
Spanish) 

DHAUC - Direction of Environmental Footprint and Carbon Unit (Dirección de Huella Ambiental y 
Unidad de Carbono) 

CERO - Catalogue for Emissions Reduction Opportunities (CORE for in Spanish) 

TR - Technical Review 

PR - Peer Review 

HSE -  Health, Safety and Environment 
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INTRODUCTION 
How we face the energy challenges today will influence the world’s future. New and renewable energies 
may take time, but organizations can achieve immediate benefits by improving the way they manage 
energy; reducing costs, saving resources and contributing to the reduction of global warming. The 
implementation of Energy Management Systems (EnMS) can make a positive difference in the here and 
now. Environmental and Quality Management are well defined ways to run a company mitigating 
environmental impacts, reducing risks and maximizing quality of operations, but are short when 
introducing Energy Efficiency and Energy Behavior concepts into an organization.  

The O&G business is energy-intensive. With the rise of global warming concerns and the increasing 
world’s GHG emissions, O&G companies have been forced to include energy efficiency strategies in their 
activities, to save energy and contribute to the climate change initiatives. Repsol, being an international 
O&G Company, is not the exception and has created a team to ensure the energy management in all the 
businesses developed by the organization. The integration of an EnMS in the E&P business in Repsol has 
been limited by the nature of the facilities, the location of the installations and the variability of the 
production schemes. Nevertheless, the efforts to design an EnMS are aimed to fit the E&P needs, 
responding to the corporate requirements and the international regulation. ISO released in 2011 the ISO 
50001 Standard, Energy Management Systems – Requirement with Guidance for Use, that uses the 
continual improvement model and makes it easier for companies to integrate the energy management into 
their efforts to improve quality and reduce environmental impacts. 

This report is written as the result of a project developed as an internship work in Repsol, improving the 
actual EnMS of the E&P operations, taking into consideration the ISO 50001 as a framework. Using the 
available management tools three main aspects were analyzed and improved: energy management for 
new projects, energy planning and auditing procedures. The methodology followed and the results 
obtained are supported by the background and the description of the O&G Industry and Repsol’s 
experience and efforts in implementing EnMS.  

OBJECTIVES 
The main objective of this project is to improve Repsol’s current EnMS, evaluating the relevant elements 
and management tools to integrate EE and GHG emissions reduction strategies in the lifecycle of the E&P 
operated assets. This shall be accomplished by the following specific objectives: 

 Analysis of the Integrated Project Management tool to include EE and GHG reduction strategies 
in new development projects from the earlier phases, to ensure the optimal facility design. 

o Evaluation of the Integrated Project Management deliverables requirements 
o Proposal of the inclusion of the EE strategies when relevant 
o Creation of the Energy Efficiency Philosophy Guideline for the E&P operated assets. 

 Development of a computer based tool to evaluate the Energy Performance though the 
calculation and analysis of Energy Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s). 

 Development of a computer based tool to estimate E&P energy savings and GHG emissions 
reduction potential of all the E&P operated assets, to set the short and medium term objectives of 
the DGE&P. 

 Definition of an appropriate general Energy Audit framework to implement in the E&P 
installations. 
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ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
To ensure that the energy issues are taken into consideration in all the activities of an organization a well-
structured EnMS needs to be implemented [1], involving the procedures and methods necessary to 
achieve energy efficiency and spread the energy awareness through the entire organization. 

ISO 50001 
The International Organization of Standarization (ISO) is the world’s largest developer of International 
Standards that are well-recognized and give the state of the art for products, services and good practices 
in order to help organizations be more effective and efficient [2]. In July 2011 the ISO 50001:2011 was 
released to facilitate the establishment of systems and processes to improve an organization’s energy 
performance, reduce the energy consumption and increase the EE, reducing the GHG emissions and 
other environmental impacts associated to the use of energy. [3].  

The ISO 50001 Standard specifies the requirements for establishing, implementing, maintaining and 
improving and EnMS based, as other ISO Management Standards on the continual improvement concept.   

Structure of an EnMS proposed by ISO [3] 
ISO 50001 Standard describes an EnMS to follow the structure shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 – ISO 50001 EnMS model [3] 

This structure proposes the continual improvement model (Plan-Do-Check-Act) applied to the 
management of energy, where the management principle is explained as a cycle that feedbacks from the 
checking and the evaluation of the energy performance.  

The Energy Policy is the basis of the EnMS, where the organization shows its commitment to achieve the 
improvement of the energy performance, from the top management level. The Energy Planning process 
(Figure 2) responds to the compromise set in the Energy Policy, setting the framework of the EnMS 
through the evaluation of the energy use and consumption to set the objectives and identify the 
improvement opportunities to save energy and reduce GHG emissions.  
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Figure 2 – Energy Planing Process1 [3] 

The organization shall use the action plans and the other outputs of the Energy Planning for the 
implementation of the EnMS and the improvement of the Energy Performance. This involves the training 
and communication to increase the awareness, the application of the improvement opportunities in 
projects under design and the establishment of energy efficiency criteria in the procurement process of 
energy intensive equipment. 

The checking process involves the follow-up, measurement, the evaluation of compliance of the legal 
requirements and the performance of internal audits. This way, the EnMS cycle is closed when these 
elements are revised by the top management and changes are proposed.  

OIL & GAS BUSINESS AND REPSOL 
According to the latest BP statistics review, more than 55% of the energy supply comes from the O&G 
sector; being oil the world’s leading fuel of the total energy consumption (33%) [4]. This makes the O&G 
Industry one of the most profitable businesses and a driver of the world’s economy. The O&G sector 
includes the extraction of oil and gas, as well as petroleum refining. Industries of the O&G extraction 
activity operate and develop oil and gas fields, while the refining comprises establishments engaged in the 
transformation of crude oil into refined petroleum [5].  

The O&G industry is committed to increasing EE in its operations mainly because saving energy is a 
strong financial incentive. Energy use has a large share in the operating costs of the O&G facilities: in the 
downstream installations (refining of oil, chemical processing, LNG liquefaction and pipeline transport) 
accounts for 5% of the total oil and gas output, while in E&P is around 3% [6]. Repsol DHAUC’s report on 
energy management benchmarking [7] shows the efforts of the leading O&G companies in the inclusion of 
EE and GHG emissions in their corporate strategies; most of them introduce (not always publicly) the term 
‘footprint’, showing the awareness of the impact of the energy management in the environment. 

The processes downstream are well controlled, facilities are comparable and their production is 
foreseeable. This contrasts the operations of the E&P facilities, where the load of work depends on what 

                                                        
1 Energy Assessment is referred in the ISO 50001 as Energy Review. The word review is often used in the DTE&P in 
Repsol and was changed to avoid misconception. 
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wells produce. These, along with the energy intensity of the downstream operations, are the main reasons 
why the EnMS’s have been implemented for longer time in refining and chemical processing than in E&P. 
The  understanding and correct management of the energy issues in E&P are the most challenging goals 
that the O&G companies intend to achieve in the present. This section is intended to explain the particular 
conditions of E&P business and the current situation of EnMS in Repsol. 

E&P Operations 
Hydrocarbons go through a complex process to get to be useful energy. Figure 3 shows the different steps 
that the O&G business involves in the production of usable fuels. 

 

Figure 3 – O&G activities in the production of hydrocarbons 

E&P involves all the activities required to identify, explore and extract oil and gas reserves from the Earth’s 
crust [8]: 

1. Exploration for oil and/or natural gas deposits: Conduction of seismic survey to identify the depth, 
shape and composition of underground formations in a previously unexplored territory or an 
already productive area.  When a promising area has been identified, a company needs to 
acquire the rights to explore, drill and produce the oil and gas that might be found. This can be 
done either by leasing the rights from the owner or purchasing the rights from a company that 
already holds them. 
 

2. Drilling and testing of a well: A drilling tower is installed to drill down through soil and rock, 
cementing a casing pipe in the hole before reaching the hydrocarbon location. Once drilled, the 
company proceeds to test the well by allowing it to flow from a few days up to some months. 
During this period of time flaring and venting of gas may occur. If oil and/or gas is not found the 
well will be plugged with cement to protect groundwater and abandoned (the well head 
equipment is removed). If the testing is successful, production proceeds. 
 

3. Production of oil and/or gas from the well: the production from a well is the flow of the 
hydrocarbons to the surface. The natural pressure of the well is likely to be enough to force the 
substances up to the surface, but otherwise, artificial lift equipment (i.e. submergible pumps, gas 
lift, compressors, water injection) are needed.  
 

4. Processing of oil and/or natural gas to remove impurities: the produced hydrocarbons are 
transported to a processing facility. Separation of oil, gas and water is usually the first step.  The 
unwanted substances are stripped out if needed (H2S, excess water, CO2, etc). The natural gas 
may be conditioned to sale specifications. Auxiliary processes, such as power generation, 
compression to make the gas flow, pumping, heating, cooling, among others may be needed, 
depending of the well’s characteristics and the design of the plant.  
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5. Transportation of oil and gas to the Downstream sector: Once the oil and/or gas is produced, it is 

transported via pipeline, tanker trucks or ships to refineries or other petrochemical complexes. 
 

Not all the activities performed in E&P are executed by the same firm. Companies of different specialties 
support the E&P operations at one or more stages of the process, working as contractors of the operator, 
that owns the rights of exploration and production of the field (O&G Company). Seismic and drilling 
equipment are usually executed by a contractor, with the supervision of the O&G Company. Two or more 
O&G Companies (joint venture) may be partners in the exploration and production of the asset, but not all 
of them may operate it. The operator company is generally in charge of the production and processing 
stages, owning and running the facilities installed on the field. This project focuses only in Repsol’s 
operated assets. 

Repsol: Company Profile 
Repsol (formerly Repsol YPF) is Spain’s largest, fully integrated, O&G Company with presence in more 
than 30 countries worldwide (Figure 4). In 2011, Repsol’s net profit was € 2.2 million, had more than 
45,000 employees, had 2.2 billion barrels of oil equivalent proven reserves [9] and was ranked 30th within 
the largest petroleum refining companies in the world.   

Repsol bases its corporate strategy in E&P (currently in Spain, Latin America and Africa), because it 
comprises the activities that increase the reserves. It also owns 6 oil refineries, produces chemicals, 
plastics and polymers, and sells gas in 4,500 service stations in Europe and Latin America. Although it is 
believed in Repsol that oil and gas will continue to be the major source of energy, recently, the New 
Energies area was created to encourage investment in renewable electricity generation technologies, 
biofuels and electric cars [9].  

 

Figure 4 – Repsol’s Global Presence [10] 

From the geographical point of view, Repsol’s E&P operations currently focus in Latin America (Trinidad 
and Tobago, Peru, Venezuela, Bolivia, Colombia and Ecuador), North Africa (Algeria and Libya) and Spain 
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[10].  In the medium term important gas projects in Venezuela, Bolivia, Peru and Brazil will be the center of 
strategic growth a and in the long term, assets in Norway, Canada, Western Africa, Indonesia, Alaska and 
Russia are planned to be the core on the reserves exploitation. 

Asset Management in O&G 
The Asset Management corresponds to the planning and programming of the physical resources along 
their lifecycle, focusing on an integrated planning to operate, maintain, improve and adapt the plants and 
an organization’s infrastructure in order to create a strong base for the achievement of the main objectives 
of the company [11]. The techniques applied to the Asset Management are business specific, being for the 
O&G Industry and E&P operations different for other industries and sections of the company (Figure 5).  

 

Figure 5 – Integrated Asset  Management Scope in Repsol [12] 

In Repsol, the improvement of EE is considered an operational and an environmental concern, and is 
managed from both fronts. The Integrated Asset Management System ensures the adequate management 
of the asset along the whole asset’s lifecycle, maximizing the productivity through the achievement of the 
highest quality standards in the operation. In E&P, the EE and GHG emissions management is 
coordinated from the Asset Management Direction (See Figure 12 for details), as one of the ways to 
achieve operative excellence in Repsol E&P from the technical point of view.  

Main Energy Issues in E&P Installations 
Repsol’s operated assets with oil and gas production are found in Latin America, Africa and Spain. The 
diversity and age difference of these operations is one of the main reasons why the implementation of an 
EnMS is a challenging work. There are some elements of the E&P facilities that may be common among 
these assets and that have to be taken into account when setting strategies for the EnMS.  

Common energy balance in E&P Installations 
E&P installations of operated production assets vary depending on the nature of the fluid produced 
(quantity and composition), the output requirements of the hydrocarbon, the selected concept of design of 
the facilities, the production forecast and the development plans, the local and legal issues or constraints, 
among other variables. This means that the uses and consumption of energy are different between assets 
and to analyze the energy issues, detailed information from each plant is required. However, the following 
uses of energy may be identified in the E&P asset lifecycle (Table 1). 
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Table 1 – Main Energy uses in E&P facilities 

Process Energy Use 

Gas Processing 

Gas conditioning 
Glycol dehydration system 
Propane refrigeration system 
Mercury removal 
Sale compression 
Gas recycle system 

Oil processing 

Oil production (artificial lift) 
Crude conditioning 
Metering and pumping 
Crude distillation 

Water processing Water conditioning 
Injection system 

Utilities 

Electric power generation 
Fuel system 
Nitrogen generation 
Water  
Instrument air 
Electricity consumption 
Lighting 
Air conditioning 

 

 

Figure 6 – Example of a general energy balance of and E&P production facility 
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The energy sources may also vary between installations, depending on the feasibility of the use of 
produced hydrocarbons to generate the energy needed in the plant. In some cases the extracted oil or gas 
are conditioned to produce in-house energy and take advantage of resources that may not be sold. In 
other cases, when this is not profitable, electricity from the national network or other supplier can be 
purchased. Because of the high energy content of the produced fluids, flaring, venting and fugitive 
emissions of gas are considered as sinks of energy in an E&P plant, along with the required energy 
consumption to run the equipment. A general energy balance is shown in Figure 6. 

Flaring and venting of gas 
Flaring is the open-air burning of oil and gas. It is a safety measure in drilling operations, oil and natural 
gas facilities during equipment failures, power losses or emergencies. Venting, on the other hand, is the 
release of natural gas directly to the atmosphere without combustion. It can happen for safety reasons 
(overpressure) in oil and gas production, in storage and processing equipment. Other source of venting is 
the use of gas to drive pumping, instrumentation or compression mechanisms.  

Flaring reduction and venting elimination are practices that O&G companies are implementing in the E&P 
business. According to World Bank [13] companies and governments are working together to minimize this 
waste of energy, worth billions of dollars and millions of tons of CO2e emissions, overcoming the barriers 
for optimal gas utilization. The condition under which O&G Companies operate includes circumstances 
where it is not economic, practical or safe to recover natural gas [14]: 

 Volumes of gas from crude oil wells are too small or locations too remote to justify building 
pipelines and gas processing facilities. 

 Events in the process that may lead to releases of natural gas (i.e. overpressure) 
 Gas release during well testing to determine production flows, for facilities design and size 

definition. 
 Management of contaminated gas with cuttings, drilling mud, acids or fracturing fluids.  
 Gas with high content of H2S that needs to be disposed in a safer and environmental friendly 

manner. 

The O&G industry has reduced the flaring and venting of gas in the past decade, responding mainly to 
environmental regulation, natural gas prices, new technologies and the adoption of ‘best practices’ by 
O&G Companies. Still, the philosophy of recovering and using excess gas shall be implemented at all 
stages of an E&P project to improve the results of the current efforts.   

Difficulties in energy management of E&P operations 
 Economic:  

E&P activities are driven by economic factors. The impact of the EE measures in the operative costs of 
several fields is relatively low compared to other costs of operation that traditionally have been the focal 
point in an E&P asset. EE improvement measures are many times considered as “fine-tuning” actions, 
leaving them in a second place, behind the biggest investments needed for developing the O&G fields. In 
the present, EE is gaining more economic importance due to the higher energy prices and, as mentioned 
before, O&G Companies are aware of this.  

Environmental laws have forced companies to adopt atmospheric emissions mitigation actions; fines and 
carbon credits are examples of economic stimulation that result from regulation. This has been successful 
in countries that participate in carbon markets and/or have strict legal implications of environmental 
issues. 
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 Political/Legal:  

The O&G activities are developed under the regulatory framework of the government of the country 
where the asset is operated. This means that the regulations and political issues affect dramatically the 
design and operation of E&P facilities; in some locations these constraints become crucial. Assets 
operated where the environmental regulation is poor and, the avoidance of flaring and venting is 
uneconomic, EE measures are hard to implement if the O&G Company’s standards are not well defined. 
In contrast, it is also possible that initiatives of efficiency from an O&G Company are frustrated by 
governments’ visions or policies. Countries with political problems restrict the energy management in a 
non-technical or economic manner. Strikes, blockage of roads, customs limitations and regulation of 
foreign affairs are examples of situations that affect the operation of an asset in general, and in 
consequence, can make the energy management more difficult to achieve.  

 Organizational: 

The implementation of a relevant EnMS in E&P for an international O&G Company is not a simple job. 
The diversity of the E&P installations is the main problem when trying to homogenize the management of 
energy. Assets are usually located far away from the headquarters, making the communication of policies 
and philosophy of operation difficult to overcome; differences in culture, language and operation methods 
are examples of the causes.   

 Technical: 

E&P’s main technical variables are the quantity and quality of the extracted fluids. Due to the nature of 
the reservoirs, these variables are highly uncertain and are constantly updated in the operation. Figure 7 
shows an example of a gas well’s production lifecycle, to which a processing plant design should respond 
to. The capacity of the plant(s) should adjust to the requirements of the well(s) and the flow assurance, 
being commonly oversized for the first years of operation. In the early stages, production plateaus will be 
achieved until the point where the maturity of the field restricts the production and starts to decay. All 
assets behave in a different way and the behavior is unique for each field. 

 

Figure 7 – Example of a development plan of a gas well2 

                                                        
2 The example is a generic reference, not a particular case in Repsol. Real cases were used to understand the behavior. 
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In oil wells, the production of water is usually related to an increase of the energy intensity of the asset. 
Water injection could be one of the most energy consuming utilities in the installation, but it has no impact 
in the product (it is not sold nor used, but it needs to be disposed). With the maturity of the well, oil 
production rates will eventually decline, while water production rates will increase. The control over these 
variables is limited and field specific. 

The production forecasts made in the conceptualization phase of the project are constantly updated 
throughout the asset’s lifecycle. The energy consumption, and consequently, the GHG emissions are 
closely related to these changes and the decisions made to maximize the production of the asset (i.e. 
drilling of new wells, secondary oil recovery, polymer injection, artificial lift production, among others). 
Therefore, in the EnMS in E&P, the evaluation of the overall energy performance and the setting of 
objectives are strongly dependent on these variations, since the energy baseline might change 
importantly over time.  

Review of existing EnMS in Repsol 
Repsol is not new in the implementation of EnMS. In the multiple refineries existing in Spain, EnMS have 
been successfully applied in the past decade, due to the economic incentive that carbon markets have in 
Europe. ‘La Coruña’ refinery was the first refinery to be certified ISO 50001, in 2011. Repsol published in 
2009 the Energy Efficiency and Climate Change Policy, as a general corporate norm. The corporate EnMS 
was implemented since as one of the vectors of Repsol’s Carbon Strategy [15]. The internal information 
Share Points and knowledge sharing portals, where relevant documentation is published, along with 
supporting activities to the EnMS and interactive forums of questions and discussions to enrich the EE 
knowledgebase were part of the resources included in the analysis. This section is intended to provide a 
study of the current EnMS and its implementation in Repsol’s E&P. 

Repsol’s Corporate energy commitments 
The Energy Efficiency Policy states the following framework 

 Efficient use of the energy in all installations and activities 
 High management is responsible for leading EE programs 
 Establishment of objectives and targets of EE improvement and its associated GHG emissions 

reduction 
 Continual improvement of the use of the energy resources in all installations and activities 
 Assurance of the fulfillment of legal requirements 
 Extension of the responsibility of the policy’s compliance to people participating in all installations 

and activities 

Repsol’s E&P efforts 
The corporate Health, Safety and Environment Division (DSMA) coordinates the EE plans, the evaluation 
of the energy performance and the follow-up of energy objectives of all the activities of the Company. All 
businesses must report the advances and results of the mitigation measures. In E&P the management of 
the EE and GHG emissions is done from the DEDT though the Asset Management Direction, where the 
technical quality of the operations is ensured verifying the compliance of Repsol’s policies and adopted 
best practices. 

The CERO norm (Catalogue for Emissions Reduction Opportunities) is a complete database where all the 
improvement opportunities identified in Repsol are stored and managed. The opportunities are described, 
the benefits to be obtained from them are estimated and the financial analysis is included. It allows 
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continuous update for the follow-up and certification of the targeted energy saving and GHG emissions 
reduction [16].  

From the DEDT, different initiatives to improve the energy management have been encouraged, adapting 
the commands of the corporate norms and procedures to the E&P business. Since 2008 consulting 
companies are hired to perform energy reviews in the different Business Units and several improvement 
opportunities have been studied (See Table 5). In 2010 a guideline for the estimation of the energy KPI’s 
was written to provide a homogeneous quantification of the energy and GHG emissions intensity, as well 
as the consumption and other business specific analytic indicators (flaring and venting) [17]. Since then, 
all BU’s have adopted the same base of calculation, making the analysis and the follow-up of the E&P’s 
processing plants easier.  

The recovery of the gas that would go to flare and its utilization as fuel gas for power generation in 
Ecuador BU [18], is an example of implemented measures to minimize flare gas, at the same time the 
consumption of diesel and crude oil used for the operation of the asset is reduced. Also, one of Repsol’s 
E&P BU’s is in the process of the ISO 50001 certification, adapting all the ISO requirements to the BU’s 
process. This would be Repsol’s first E&P asset to be certified and an example for the other BU’s in the 
future.  

In other BU’s projects related to upgrading of compressors and turbines, installation of vapor recovery 
units, capture of well testing gas and placing of control valves to minimize flaring, have been approved or 
are in execution phase. Additionally to these improvement projects, GHG emissions inventories of E&P 
assets are in process of development to provide a more accurate estimation than the available calculation 
methods (highly uncertain in the O&G Industry [19]). 

Limitations and Difficulties 
Additionally to the common limitations of the E&P business in the energy management, stated in the 
previous section of this document, there are other aspects that Repsol’s assets are improving to favor the 
EnMS: 

 Implementation of a systematic approach of the energy management to the existing procedures 
 Reduction of the mass and energy balance uncertainty with the installation of measuring 

instrumentation in relevant streams 
 Adaption of older installations in the operation of certain assets to the EE principles and  updated 

standards for facilities desgin 
 Adjustment of installations that have been acquired by Repsol from another O&G operator 

company to Repsol’s standards of operation 
 Update of the development plan and use of statistical methods to estimate an energy baseline 

Improvement strategies 
After the revision of the existing energy management in E&P, and analyzing the scope and available time 
for the project, the following improvement strategies were set: 

 Assurance of the optimal design in new projects and facilities, using in-house available 
management tools 

 Improvement of the data management and analysis for energy planning, designing a computer 
based platform that allows the gathering and processing of energy information of the operated 
assets. 

 Development of a generic methodology for an energy review for the E&P operated assets, 
analyzing the core elements of and E&P installation with a technical and managerial approach. 
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METHODOLOGY 
E&P, as it has been stated in the previous section, is a business where the design and execution of a 
tailored EnMS is necessary. The following steps were the base of the methodology applied in this project: 

 Energy Management for new projects: Use of the Integrated Project Management (GIP) to ensure 
that EE and GHG emissions mitigation strategies are considered from the earliest stages of the 
project.  

 Energy planning: Analysis and improvement of the existent energy planning tools. The evaluation 
of the energy KPI’s and the calculation of the energy objectives are the core of the EnMS and are 
key for the continual improvement process.  

 Energy audits: Analysis of the most important elements to verify in an E&P installation, in order to 
evaluate the energy performance and identify improvement opportunities.  

In the following subsections, the procedures methods followed are explained in detail, along with the 
management tools and methods used in them. The improvements were done, based on the in-house 
available management procedures and platforms.  

Energy Management for New Projects 
One of the ISO 50001’s requirements is the extension of the EnMS to new projects and designs. It is 
important that the optimal plant is built, taking into account the different stages that the project goes 
through during its pre-execution phases. Figure 8 shows, in general, the projects that undergo in the E&P 
asset lifecycle (Development, Operation and Abandonment). During the asset development the 
exploration, appraisal and development activities take place, defining, by the end of this stage, the design 
of the facilities that are built to produce the hydrocarbons during the asset operation project. Once the field 
is no longer productive, an abandonment project is done to make sure that the territory is left in the best 
condition possible. 

 

Figure 8 – E&P Asset Lifecycle. Asset development project stages 

The existing Project Management tools for the Asset Development Project in Repsol were analyzed and 
used to facilitate the improvement of EE and GHG emissions strategies. This way, the best design 
possible is ensured and appropriate operation practices are encouraged for the latter stages of the Asset’s 
life cycle. 

Integrated Project Management System 
Repsol’s Integrated Project Management (GIP) is a mechanism to ensure that the projects in E&P are 
done using appropriate methods and following the required criteria to guarantee the quality of the 
installations and operations. It is based in reviews at different phases of the project, where the compliance 
of Repsol’s policies and international standards of design and procedures, along with local and 
international legal requirements, are verified. Figure 9 shows the steps of the GIP methodology and the 
main review processes it contains. 
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Figure 9 – GIP Process3 

The technical reviews serve as an evaluation of the progress and quality of the project. A set of 
deliverables shall be analyzed, checking their fulfillment to Repsol’s standards and restricting the approval 
to proceed to the next steps if the compliance is not achieved. The following review events were included 
in the analysis: 

 TRDA (Technical Review Development Assumptions): Review of the assumptions to start the 
exploration project. 

 DTQC (Discovery Technical Quality Control): Results of the quality of the hydrocarbons found (if 
any) 

 TRAP (Technical Review Appraisal Plan): Review of the appraisal project scope, the information 
to be acquired and how it will be monitored, executed and controlled.  

 TRAR (Technical Review Appraisal Results ): In the appraisal report the details of the findings of 
the appraisal project are given, the composition of the hydrocarbons is known and the estimation 
of the production rates are checked. This report is the basis of the facilities design process. 

 TR1D (First Technical Review Development Project): Visualization and first approach to the 
possible concepts of facilities and processing solutions. 

  PRCS (Peer Review Concept Selection): This is the core review for the selection of the option 
that is more likely for the facilities design.  

 TR2D (Second Technical Review Development Project): Conceptual design of facilities is 
selected.  

 TR3D (Third Technical Review Development Project): Definition of the design and details for the 
process operation. 

GIP divides the deliverables to be presented in each TR or PR among the disciplines of the following 
specialties in Table 2. The main objective of the revision of the GIP process is to ensure that the activities 
of E&P are performed considering EE and GHG emissions reduction methods in all the phases of the 
development of a new project. The general strategy follows these guidelines: 

 Assurance of compliance of the internal Repsol’s environmental and operational standards 
related to EE and GHG emissions at all stages of the project 

 Consideration of gas recovery units and flare reduction methods when technical and 
economically feasible, in all stages of the project, including well testing activities and exploration 
processes run by contractors. 

 Consideration of treatment and/or safe and environmentally friendly disposal for natural gas or 
components of concern (i.e. stripped H2S, CO2, among others) when the situation is present.  

                                                        
3 Simplified diagram of the GIP Process based on Repsol’s main deliverable GIP map [16]. 
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 Analysis of CDM and other Flexibility Mechanisms as tools to include GHG emissions reduction 
and EE in the design of facilities, when the investment is a restriction. This is one of the main 
strategies and the focal point of this study. A description of this strategy is given in page 15. 

 Inclusion of best practices in Repsol’s Operations Philosophy 
 Use the ISO 50001 Standard as a framework to include appropriate methods in the EnMS 
 Addition of GHG emissions forecasts for the initial production prediction of the whole project life 

cycle 
 Provide a wide knowledge base of appropriate facilities configuration and operation practices to 

ensure the most efficient and optimal installations and procedures. 

Table 2 – Disciplines defined in GIP 

Discipline Purpose 
Project Management 
(GIP) 

Controls the general issues of the project management integrating al the disciplines’ 
scopes and activities within the asset development project  

HSE In charge of the health, safety and environment issues of the project: licenses and 
permits, risk management, HSE impact assessment of the project, HSE programs and 
plans, among others. 

Well construction Projects related to the drilling and conditioning of wells for production 
Subsurface Reservoir engineering projects 
Production Deals with well production projects, defining the need for artificial lift and assessing 

well testing results 
Operations Defines the operations and maintenance schemes 
Facilities Responsible for the facilities design for asset development 
 

To understand the GIP process and how the projects are developed, all the GIP deliverable cards (93 in 
total) were read and analyzed, identifying where EE and GHG emissions mitigation measures could be 
introduced. The following aspects were taken into account: 

 Stage of the project 
 Discipline of E&P responsible for the deliverable 
 Reference documents (if any) for each deliverable card 
 Mention or omission of EE or GHG emissions requirements for the deliverable 
 Relevance of EE in the deliverable according to the ISO 50001 Standard 
 Importance of the deliverable in the planned strategy 
 Review of recent projects’ deliverables as examples 

Experts of all the disciplines of GIP were interviewed to have a better understanding of the scope of each 
deliverable, the details of the process in each of the GIP phases, the current procedures held in the TR’s 
and the depth in which EE and GHG reduction methods are considered. In these meetings proposed 
changes to the existing deliverables were mentioned and feedback was given, according to the feasibility 
of short term implementation of these measures, as wells as the applicability of the modifications to the 
reality of the business.  

The described methodology was constantly revised, additional needs were identified and the initial 
objectives were adjusted. The Energy Efficiency Philosophy Guideline was proposed in the middle of the 
analysis and the writing of a draft was included within the objectives. The purpose of this guideline is to 
direct the efforts to the right places, understanding the stages of the projects before their execution and 
providing an appropriate basis for the post-development phases. In the Results section this explanation is 
expanded, but the framework of the writing is given in this section. 
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CDM and Flexibility Mechanisms for new installations 
The Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), defined in Article 12 of the Kyoto Protocol, allows a country 
with an emission-reduction or emission-limitation commitment under the Protocol (Annex B Party) to 
implement an emission-reduction project in developing countries [20]. There is no Designated National 
Authority for the evaluation of the CDM project in certain countries, restricting the application to selected 
areas. Nevertheless, other Flexibility Mechanisms within a Voluntary Program can always be applied. 
Repsol has applied for CDM benefits in several occasions, obtaining recently an approval for a Fuel Oil 
replacement technology in Peru.  

As it was stated in previous sections, flaring and venting of gas are not always avoided practices due to 
safety, economic or political reasons. When the recovery of gas is technically viable, but the economics of 
the project are not enough for its approval, alternatives should be taken into account. CDM and other 
Flexibility Mechanisms can be considered, since their approval signifies an economic incentive that would 
make a project feasible. The DSMA’s policies and procedures show the efforts that Repsol is doing in 
improving the awareness of these alternatives; however, their inclusion in the analysis for the design of 
facilities is not a common practice in E&P. This is a core element of the analysis of the GIP deliverables, 
examining the appropriate stage where the evaluation of CDM opportunities needs to be done in order to 
ensure their consideration in the plant’s design.  

Energy Efficiency Philosophy Guideline 
As an intermediate result of the methodology, it was seen that the deliverables related to EE were not 
properly defined and the recently developed projects were not following these requirements coherently. 
Responding to this identified need, the Energy Efficiency Philosophy Guideline was proposed to 
encourage EE and GHG emissions reduction in a proper and clear way, following the ISO 50001 
framework and adjusting it to the nature of the E&P business. The objective of the EE Philosophy 
Guideline is to give the outline for efficient operations, provide the resources to find best practices, 
encourage the application of CDM projects, offer the directions for an appropriate energy planning process 
and define the training needs, among other elements. The writing of the document was oriented to fulfill 
these requirements. 

Energy Planning 
Energy Planning is the core of the EnMS of an organization, allowing the evaluation of energy 
performance, the identification of inefficiencies and improvement opportunities and the setting of energy 
objectives and targets. The Energy Planning in Repsol currently has by the following elements: 

 Energy KPI’s 
 Energy Objectives 
 Energy Reviews performed by contracted consulting companies 

The Energy Planning process shown in Figure 2, based in the ISO 50001 Standard, is not quite the 
procedure followed in Repsol in the present in all operations. The elements of the Energy Planning exist, 
but are not related in the same exact way that the Standard recommends. The homogenization of all the 
operations is a process that needs further work and time. For immediate improvement the Energy KPI’s 
and the Energy Objectives calculation platforms were designed to improve the analysis and data 
management for general corporate results assessment. 
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Energy Key Performance Indicators 
In 2010 the Energy Efficiency KPI’s were defined in the “Guide for Energy Efficiency Indicators for E&P”, 
specifying 3 main types of indicators: for short-term, medium term and long term application [17]. In Table 
3 the short term KPI’s are described.  

Table 3 – Short term Energy Efficiency KPI’s 

KPI Units Description 
Global Indicators 

Energy Intensity GJ/toe Indicates the consumption and waste in the production of hydrocarbons 
sold or accumulated 

GHG Intensity tCO2e/toe Relates the Carbon Dioxide equivalent emissions (CO2, CH4 and N2O) to 
the hydrocarbons sold or accumulated 

Analytical Indicators 
Specific 
Consumption GJ/m3 Indicates the energy consumed with usage in terms of the volume of fluid 

processed (oil, gas, water) 

Flare Burning GJ/toe Calculates the relationship between the fluids burnt in flares or 
incinerators and the hydrocarbons sold or accumulated 

Venting of Gas GJ/toe Relates the venting WITHOUT usage to the production or accumulation of 
hydrocarbons* 

Note: Venting of gas after its use to drive pumping or compressor mechanisms is considered WITH energy usage 

These indicators are calculated in the present, taking into account very detailed mass and energy balance 
information of each BU, that are not totally reported in the production reporting platforms. The inclusion of 
all these operation parameters in the production reporting tools is a project in process, but the need of 
specific instrumentation limits the automatic field data gathering. In the meantime, an immediate tool for 
data collecting, analysis and reporting is required. 

The medium term application indicators consider the efficiency for different types of energy consuming 
equipment: gas compression, pumping of liquid and energy generation. Within the long-term indicators the 
costs and complexity factors are analyzed. These indicators are not yet accounted in the current energy 
performance in Repsol and, hence, they are out of scope of this project.  

A computer based platform for the short term EE KPI’s calculation and assessment was designed using he 
in-house calculation methods and responding to the need of: 

 Compilation of data from all the BU’s 
 Homogeneous calculation methods using data from all the BU’s 
 Improvement of data handling and analysis 
 Analysis of changes in time of all the BU’s energy information 
 General E&P EE KPI’s estimation 
 Display of all BU’s EE data and KPI’s results 
 Further and specific analysis 
 Ease of use and update 

Calculation method [17]: 

1. Energy Intensity Indicator (EII): 

The EII (Equation 1) accounts the energy that is either consumed or waster (flaring and venting are 
considered) for each toe of oil and gas sold or stored (see Figure 6 for a general energy balance).   
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Equation 1 EII= OilP+GasP+EnergyExt-IncreaseSt-LiquidS-GasS GJ
IncreaseSt+LiquidS+GasS toe    

  

Where: OilP is the production of oil, GasP is the production of gas, EnergyExt is the energy purchased (diesel, 
gasoline, electricity), IncreaseSt is the increase of stocks of hydrocarbons, LiquidS is the amount of liquid sold and 
GasS accounts for the sales of gas.  

2. GHG Intensity Indicator (GII): 

The GII consider all the emissions of GHG (CO2, CH4 and N2O) of the plant, which are calculated 
according to Repsol’s Environmental Parameters Guide [21]. The main GHG sources in E&P installations 
are given in Table 4. 

Table 4 – GHG emissions main sources in E&P Installations 

System/Process Equipment Released GHG 
Power Generation Gas turbines, stationary engine generators Flue gas: ↑CO2, ↓CH4, N2O 
Fired Heating Furnaces, oil heaters, reboilers Flue gas: ↑CO2, ↓CH4, N2O 
Pressure change Moto-compressors, moto-pumps Flue gas: ↑CO2, ↓CH4, N2O 
Flaring Flare Flare gas: ↑CO2, ↓CH4, N2O 
Gas Incineration Incinerators Flue gas: ↑CO2 
Gas dehydration Glycol/Amine plants vents Produced gas: ↑CH4 
Venting Process vents, tank vents Produced gas: ↑CH4 
Transport of oil and 
gas* 

Chemical injection pumps, pneumatic driven mechanisms 
(valves, instrumentation) 

Produced gas: ↑CH4 

General Fugitive emissions Produced gas: ↑CH4 
*These emissions are considered gas vents with use of energy 

The calculation methods for the emissions are given per pollutant, for each of the emitting processes, 
multiplying and emission factor by the flow of fuel (if it is a combustion source), processed gas in the line 
(in case of vents and fugitives) and processed crude (for tank vents). The total GHG emissions are 
calculated considering the global warming potential of each gas. 

Equation 2 GII= CO2×1.0+CH4×21+N2O×310 tCO2e
IncreaseSt+LiquidS+GasS toe      

  

3. Specific Consumption Indicator (SCI): 

The SCI takes into account the total consumption of energy, relating it to the total production of fluids. This 
indicator considers, unlike the other indicators, the water production that accounts for a large consumption 
of energy without economic value for the Company.  

Equation 3 SCI= IntFuel+ExtFuel+Electricity+Other GJ
LiquidS+GasS+WaterP+WaterI m3      

  

Where: InFuel is the consumption of internally produced fuels, ExtFuel is the purchased fuel consumption, Electricity 
is the difference between the purchased and the sold electricity, and Other refers to other types of energy 
consumption (i.e. vapor). The gas sold shall be calculated in oil equivalent m3.  

4. Flare Burning Indicator (FBI): 

Equation 4 FBI= LiquidB+GasB GJ
IncreaseSt+LiquidS+GasS toe        
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Where: LiquidB and GasB are the burning of liquids and gases, respectively.  

5. Venting of gas Indicator (VI): 

Equation 5 VI= GasVWOU+Fugitives GJ
IncreaseSt+LiquidS+GasS toe        

Where: GasVWOU is the venting of gas without usage (obtained by material balance) and Fugitives is the amount of 
estimated fugitive losses of gas.  

Energy Objectives 
Repsol’s DSMA reports every year the energy objectives to be achieved in the short and medium term, 
providing a road map of actions for the next 5 years. E&P must follow these criteria and calculate the 
energy objectives for the same time frames. Since there is no energy baseline for E&P, the energy 
objectives are calculated using the identified improvement projects that have been registered in the CERO 
database and applying the calculation methods explained in this section.  

The CERO database stores all Repsol’s energy savings and GHG emissions reduction projects in a MS 
Access file. In this database, the projects’ details are given: 

 General information of the project 
o BU  
o Description 
o Estimated start date 
o Status of the project 
o General comments 

 
 Economic and financial details 

o Capital investment required 
o NPV 
o IRR 

 
 Estimated benefits 

o Annual energy savings 
o Annual GHG emissions reduction, or 
o Year-to-year GHG emissions reduction for 10 years  

A tool to extract the updated information of the CERO database and calculate the objectives was 
proposed, providing the calculation of 

 the compliance of the objectives set in previous years 
 short-term, annual, energy objectives (energy waste, energy consumption and GHG emissions).  
 medium-term, 5 years, energy objectives (energy waste, energy consumption and GHG 

emissions).  
 a roadmap of implementation of projects for different time frames (short, medium and long term) 
 scenarios of different likelihood of happening (optimistic, realistic and safe) 
 benefits provided by different type of projects, quantifying the contribution flaring, venting and 

consumption projects  
 benefits to be certified in certain BU 

Calculation Method: 
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The estimated energy savings and GHG emissions reduction provided by the implementation of an 
improvement project shall only be accounted for the first year after the starting date of the project, since 
the benefits can only be certified for that period of time. Equation 6 shows the calculation of the total 
energy savings in a selected year 

Equation 6 ES [GJ]year i=∑ ES[GJ]n,	year	i
p
p=1        

Where: ES are the estimated energy savings and p is the number of projects, which energy savings are accountable 
for the year i. 

The energy savings of a project in a selected year (Equation 7) 

 Equation 7 ES	[GJ]n,yeari=AES×
project operative days in year i

365
    

Where: AES is the annual energy savings of the project, assumed fixed. The project’s operative days are the days 
between the start date and the 31st of December of year i. 

For the estimation of the short term objectives (1 year), the previous year energy consumption is used as a 
reference. 

Equation 8 Objectiveyear i=
ES	[GJ]year i

EC	[GJ]year i-1
×100 

Where: EC is energy consumption 

The medium-term energy savings objective shall be calculated using Equation 8, but considering the sum 
of the next 5 years energy savings instead of the savings of the first year. Equation 6 to Equation 8 are 
applicable for the GHG emissions objectives and shall be used in the same way. 

Energy Audits 
In general, O&G field companies are lacking of implementation of energy savings measures, and are 
characterized by poor monitoring and awareness of appropriate energy auditing methods [22]. Repsol has 
successfully applied in Dowstream internal procedures to develop energy audits in refineries and 
petrochemical plants since 2010. Designing an energy audit procedure for E&P requires the 
understanding of the operation, as well as the appropriate functioning of systems and equipment in the 
facilities. The DGE&P, from the DEDT, is working with the Energy Management department of the DSMA, 
to develop a general procedure for energy auditing in E&P. The strategy for the development of the basic 
methodology is: 

 Review of available in-house, general and O&G Industry specific information methods on energy 
auditing 

 Meetings with experts in the different areas of the E&P business to complement initial ideas and 
enrich the methods proposed. 

 Writing of draft documents for  
o General procedures 
o Specific procedures for system and/or equipment 

 Designing of energy performance assessment methods through calculation spreadsheets. 

These four elements of the methodology were developed simultaneously to ensure the synergy between 
them. 
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Review of reference material 
As first step of the followed method, reference material was reviewed and studied. Repsol has contracted 
consulting companies to perform energy audits in certain BU’s since 2008. However, audits performed 
externally tend to focus on energy saving technologies and capital improvements, while in-house auditing 
tends to reveal energy savings opportunities that are less capital intensive and focus more on operations 
[23]. General energy auditing methods are of limited application in the O&G industry, although they can 
serve as a reference framework for the definition of the main scope and approach of the methodology ( 
[23], [24]). 

For the design of the energy audit methods for the E&P installations, the documents in Table 5 were 
analyzed to provide an understanding of the main aspects to be considered for the analysis of the energy 
in an E&P operated asset in Repsol: 

Table 5 – Reference documents for energy audit methods development for E&P operated assets 

Author Year BU Type of document 
Company K [25] 2008 BU T External Energy Audit 
Company E [26] 2011 BU V External Energy Audit 
Company E [27] 2010 BU E External Energy Audit 
Company E [28] 2010 BU T External Energy Audit 
Repsol [29] 2010 BU BM Energy Efficiency Engineering Study 
Repsol [30] 2010 General Downstream Internal official Energy Audit Procedure for Downstream 
Note: details of the companies and BU are protected for privacy reasons 

To complement the findings and the analysis of the common and most regular energy issues in E&P 
operations in previous studies, the technical approach for the O&G industry was acquired from the 
references shown in Table 6 

Table 6 – Energy efficiency technical sources for the evaluation of E&P facilities and equipment 

Organization Available Technical Documents 
CAPP Fuel Gas Best Management Practices (2008) [31] 

Guide to identify opportunities where energy consumption associated to the operation of 
typical systems found in E&P can be reduced. Analyzes those systems that use directly 
fuel gas. 

EPA Natural Gas STAR Program (Updated 2013) [32] 
Shares information on cost-effective methane emission reduction technologies though 
reports, technical presentations and lessons learned studies. 

IPIECA Energy Efficiency Practices (2013) [33] 
Complements the CAPP and EPA technical approach by providing detailed analysis on 
technology and available resources to improve EE in E&P. 

 

Meetings with experts 
The know-how of the experts in different areas of the E&P business is necessary to complement the 
technical available information from general and in-house sources. Professionals from the following 
specialties were interviewed: 

 Production engineering and operation 
 Facilities design  
 Operation and maintenance 
 Field and subsurface engineering 
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Writing of draft procedures and supporting documents 
For the E&P energy audit three main elements will be developed: 

1. General Energy Audit Procedure:  

It will be written to contain the main steps that should be followed to perform an energy audit in an E&P 
installation, taking into account general aspects and steps the revision of the systems and equipment 
should go through.  

Three main steps will be specified in the general methodology:  

 Pre-audit: Involves the planning process before reaching the BU; the gathering of the asset’s 
main information, the general review of the energy performance and the programming of activities 
according to this information. 

 Audit: Contains the in-site evaluation of the energy aspects, the identification of energy savings 
and GHG emissions reduction opportunities and the reporting of the findings. 

 Post-audit: Process of further study and registration of improvement opportunities, management 
approval of projects and follow-up of results. 
 

2. Energy Audit Checklists:  

The ckecklists will provide detailed steps to be followed when analyzing a system or equipment. Will be 
intended to contain specific technical information on how to approach the system or piece of equipment, 
according to what may cause inefficiencies of the energy performance. 

3. Rapid Inefficiencies Calculation Methods Spreadsheets:   

Simple calculation Excel spreadsheets will allow the estimation of the inefficiency for certain systems or 
equipment. This will only provide an idea of the savings potential, without it being an accurate 
quantification of the total inefficiencies in the facility. Further detailed calculations shall be performed in the 
post-audit phases, as mentioned earlier in this document. 

RESULTS 
The process of improving Repsol’s EnMS involves the analysis of documents, the development of 
computer based calculation methods and platforms, and the writing or updating of documents. The results 
of each phase of the project are detailed in the following sections. 

Changes in GIP Deliverables 
¡Error! La autoreferencia al marcador no es válida. summarizes the changes that were proposed in the 
GIP deliverable analysis in order to ensure the EE and GHG emissions reduction considerations in the 
development and design of new facilities. These changes were implemented in the deliverable cards that 
correspond to the relevant GIP documents with the approval of each of the disciplines involved. 

From the study and the analysis of the GIP deliverable cards, it could be inferred that the approach that 
GIP had to the Flexibility Mechanism evaluation of projects was inconsistent with the development of the 
project itself. The documents in TR1D and TR2D were completely modified to ensure that the EE and 
GHG reduction opportunities were coordinated with the facilities design, and not left out of attention.  
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Table 7 – Summary of GIP deliverables analysis 

Deliverable Discipline Description Modification 
Development options (TRDA, 
DTQC, TRAP, TRAR, TR1D) 

Integrated 
Project 
Management 

Proposal of option(s) and 
analysis at different stages.  

Specification of technology 
opportunities considering EE as 
criteria  

Viable options (TRDA, TR1D) Integrated 
Project 
Management 

Summary of option(s) of 
higher viability 

Specification of technology 
opportunities considering EE as 
criteria 

Decision support document 
development assumptions 
(TRDA) 

Integrated 
Project 
Management 

Matrix summarizing 
development assumptions 

Inclusion of EE elements in the 
contents of the deliverable 

Operations and Maintenance 
Philosophy (TRDA, TR1D, 
TR2D, TR3D) 

Operations Statements to ensure 
minimum facilities, maximize 
operations productivity and 
reduce environmental impact 

Addition of references in EE and 
provision of guideline for EE 

Well testing assumptions Production Describes the assumptions to 
perform the well testing 
activities 

Include gas recovery during the 
well testing in the assumptions 

Artificial lift assumptions Production Analyzes the artificial lift 
options 

Include efficiency and energy 
performance of artificial lift 
devices 

Appraisal Results Report 
(TRAP) 

Integrated 
Project 
Management 

Summary of the results 
obtained after drilling the well 

EE considerations within the 
report for following steps 

Evaluation of CDM 
Opportunities (TR1D)* 

Integrated 
Project 
Management 

Evaluation of opportunities for 
GHG reduction 

Change scope of the deliverable, 
CDM cannot be evaluated at his 
stage of the project. The title was 
also altered 

Preliminary design 
assumptions (TR1D) 

Facilities Contains basic data for 
design of facilities 

Include as input the verification 
for flexibility mechanisms in the 
country of the project 

Concept Selection Matrix 
(PRCS) 

Integrated 
Project 
Management 

Summarizes the analysis, 
ranking and comparison of 
project key information 

Addition of EE as one of the 
elements to study and evaluate 
(technical and economic) 

Master Development Plan 
(TR2D, TR3D) 

Integrated 
Project 
Management 

Describes general approach 
to develop the resources 

Inclusion of the emissions 
forecast within the contents of the 
MDP 

Class 4 Economic Analysis 
and Associated Sensitivities 
(TR2D) 

Integrated 
Project 
Management 

Includes CAPEX, OPEX and 
financial analysis of project 

Reference to the flexibility 
mechanisms deliverables. 

Climate change office report 
for CDM Opportunities 
(TR2D)* 

Integrated 
Project 
Management 

Report of the DSMA on the 
feasibility of a CDM project 

Change of the scope of the 
deliverable. The title and the 
contents were totally revised. 

Conceptual design for 
selected option (TR2D) 

Facilities Description of the concept of 
design 

Addition of the flexibility 
mechanism study as input of this 
deliverable 

Agreed basis of design 
(TR2D) 

Facilities Contains basic data to define 
the facilities selected concept 

Inclusion of the EE basis of 
design 

Long lead items 
specifications for tenders 
and purchase orders (TR2D) 

Facilities Presents mechanical, 
instrumentation and electrical 
equipment specifications 

Addition of guidelines to include 
Energy and Efficiency costs in the 
evaluation of offers 

Energy Efficiency Plan 
(TR3D)* 

Integrated 
Project 
Management 

5 years plan for EE 
considering policies, 
strategies and plans 

This document was found to be 
out of scope during the GIP 
process. Not project specific. 

Definition Design (TR3D) Facilities Presents all the information 
developed during the FEED 
of the project 

Addition of the GHG design 
specifications within the 
deliverable contents 

*Energy Efficiency Deliverables 
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In ANNEX 1 the details of the changes performed in the structure of the GIP approach to the EE 
implementation in new projects are shown. In summary, the EE will be analyzed in the technical and peer 
reviews of the projects in course according to the phases where the concept of design is developed, 
having the Energy Efficiency Philosophy Guideline as a reference of work. This way, the best available 
practices are included in the basis of design, evaluating when possible, the inclusion of Flexibility 
Mechanism incentives. The PRCS, was identified to be one of the most important reviews to ensure the 
fulfillment of these objectives, since it is the only review between the TR1D and the TR2D. 

As said in the previous section, methodology of the GIP deliverable analysis was constantly enriched and 
additional objectives to the ones stated in the beginning were included.  

Energy Efficiency Philosophy for E&P 
Examples of the Operations and Maintenance Philosophy and Energy Efficiency Plan did not comply with 
what was required by the deliverable card. It was concluded that the approach to EE in new projects was 
inaccurate and not properly defined. The Energy Efficiency Philosophy Guideline was proposed to direct 
the efforts to the right places, understanding the stages of the projects before their execution and 
providing an appropriate basis for the post-development phases.  

This guideline would provide the instructions for the energy management, in general, but focusing in 
operations and best practices. The Operations and Maintenance Philosophy is a document that is 
developed from the visualization stage of the project and is updated through the latter stages. This 
document is key in the project management and sets the operation standards according to the field and 
process design characteristics. The Energy Efficiency Philosophy Guideline sets the framework to 
explicitly include EE within the Operations and Maintenance Philosophy. 

The first draft of the document was written, using the ISO 50001 requirements as a framework, to drive the 
EE management in the desired direction. ANNEX 2 shows the table of contents of the document under 
revision. 

KPI’s Calculation and Analysis  
To estimate the energy performance of assets in operation a program in Visual Basic was written using 
MS. Excel as user interface. Figure 10 shows the inputs and the outputs of the program, as well as the 
main commands programmed to automatize the data gathering, calculation and analysis of the energy 
performance.  

In Repsol E&P, there are various reporting tools that used to control mainly production, maintenance and 
environmental parameters. These reporting tools are limited for the analysis of EE KPI’s. In one hand, the 
environmental reporting platform, where the GHG emissions are logged, does not provide crucial details of 
the energy balance and energy consumption analysis. In the other hand, the production reporting 
applications give a more accurate approach of the inputs and outputs of hydrocarbons in and out of the 
facilities, but are lacking in energy losses data. In the future, it is expected that the EE analysis is done 
using hydrocarbon accounting solutions [34] directly collecting the data from the installations. 
Instrumentation is needed and may take time; meanwhile this Excel file will be used. 

Each BU reports in an Excel template the necessary data to calculate the Energy KPI’s. These reports are 
inputs of the program. This template had to be homogenized and adjusted to  the data reported in each 
BU, in order to have the values classified under the relevant categories in the energy balance and 
available in the same units. As output, a set of charts will be displayed, allowing the user to configure the 
graphs to show desired data and results. 
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Figure 10 – KPI’s Estimation Platform Basis 

Application’s functionality 
The Excel based application has the following functions: 

 Import data of each quarter from each one of the BU’s Excel spreadsheet energy report 
 Allows the tracking of the data and formulas by inserting the path of the original file 
 Keeps record of the data that has been included in the database and the missing information 
 Automatic logging of the imported data into a general database 
 Calculates all the factors required in Equation 1to Equation 5 in page 17 
 Consolidates the annual results for each BU 
 Estimates the general DGE&P results for the Energy KPI’s 
 Reports the analysis of the energy use, energy consumption, energy mix, GHG emissions for the 

each BU and their variation in time 
 Uses dynamic tables to simplify the selection of variables for the user 

Figure 15 in ANNEX 3 shows a screen view of the import data user interface of the KPI’s estimation 
application.  

KPI’s trends and results graphs 
Since the Guide for Energy Efficiency Indicators [17] was released in 2010, the estimation of the KPI’s and 
the detailed information of the energy use and consumption of the E&P operated assets are only available 
for 3 years. All this data was not reported before 2010 in all BU’s and therefore, historical data cannot be 
displayed.  

ANNEX 4 shows examples of the dynamic chart that the KPI’s estimation application gives as a result. The 
evolution in time of the energy consumption and the EE KPI’s for each BU allows the evaluation of the 
energy performance and the detection of poor implementation of the EE measures. As mentioned before, 
the analysis of the energy performance of an E&P asset cannot be done without taking into account the 
numerous variables that affect an E&P’s installation energy consumption; these graphs give the tools to 
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the user for a complete analysis, but are not conclusive for decision making. The user knowledge and 
expertise to get valuable deductions and reports is absolutely necessary.  

The charts displayed by the application (not all included in ANNEX 4) allow as many analysis as the user 
decides to perform. The available charts are: 

 KPI’s quarterly results: KPI’s in Table 3 for all BU, years and quarters  
 KPI’s annual results: KPI’s in Table 3 for all BU and years (Figure 19 and Figure 20) 
 E&P KPI’s results: consolidated results of the KPI’s in Table 3 for E&P for all years available 

(Figure 18) 
 Energy consumption mix: percentage of the types of energy consumed in the asset (oil, diesel, 

gas and electricity) for all BU’s every year (Figure 21) 
 Energy consumption: total energy consumption in GJ (separated in types) for all years available 

and every BU (Figure 21) 
 GHG emissions vs. emission sources: tCO2e presented in the same chart as the value in GJ of 

the GHG emission sources (combustion, flaring and venting) for all BU in every year (Figure 22). 
In a separate graph the same information is given, but for all years in each BU(Figure 23).  

  Energy outputs: percentage of all the energy outputs (liquid sales, gas sales, combustion of 
fuels, electricity consumption, flaring, venting and fugitives) for all BU’s every available year. The 
same information in GJ is given in a separate graph for each BU in all years. 

 Specific GHG emissions: value of tCO2e/GJ (where the denominator is the sum of the fuel 
consumption and flaring for all BU and years. 

 GHG emissions vs. water production: production of water in m3 and the tCO2e for every BU and 
all years 

 GHG emissions vs. total fluid production: fluids (oil, gas and water) produced and tCO2e for 
every BU and all years 

 Produced energy vs. energy losses: value in GJ of the sum of the energy produced (oil and gas) 
for E&P and the energy losses (flaring, venting and fugitives) 

Objectives Estimation 
The same Excel file was used for the calculations of the objectives to facilitate the use of data from the 
BU’s full data tables, using the methods for the estimation of objectives given in page 18. The 
programming in VBA allowed the extraction of data from the Repsol’s official CERO database (MS 
Access), where the details of the improvement opportunities are saved. For the sake of the calculation of 
objectives, three scenarios were defined: 

 Scenario 1:  
Optimistic. Includes all the possible projects and excludes cancelled, uneconomic or which 
status have not been specified in the records.  

 Scenario 2: 
Realistic. Includes only approved and started projects. Approved projects may take time to be 
implemented in-situ and delays are likely to happen. 
Scenario 3: 
Safe. Considers only started projects.  

Application’s functionality 
The designed application has the following features: 

 Automatic update from the CERO database only for projects in E&P operations 
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 Flexibility of use in future years, even when the CERO database updates constantly 
 Classification of the projects according to the CERO’s reported estimated start date 
 Selection of years of reference for the analysis and the number of years to analyze, defined by 

the user’s choice. The start year is, by default, the present year. 
 The allocation of energy savings and GHG emissions reduction of each project to the 

correspondent year, according to Equation 6 and Equation 7. 
 Estimation of the total energy savings and GHG emissions reduction for each year by adding the 

benefits of all the accountable projects 
 Estimation of the short and long term objectives according to Equation 8 
 Graph of the projections of CO2 emissions reduction for the following 5 years (1 for each 

scenario), using 2010 emissions as a reference. 
 Chart with a summary of all improvement projects, classified by type (flaring, venting, 

consumption), for all BU’s 
 Tracking of previous calculations made 
 Availability of calculation and report records 
 Generation of a ready-to-print report of the objectives 

Figure 16 in ANNEX 3 shows a screen view of the main user interface for this application. 

2013 Objectives 
ANNEX 5 shows an example of the results (not official) of the estimation of the CO2 reduction objectives 
for 2013 for E&P, with the most recent version of the CERO database. There are, in total, 18 improvement 
projects considered in the analysis from which 5 have started or are close to start. Figure 24 and Figure 25 
show two possible roadmaps (realistic and safe scenarios), containing the registered projects. Since the 
status of the projects is constantly updated, the objectives for each year shall be calculated regularly 
before reporting them to the corporate DSMA.  

Energy Audit 
A general energy audit methodology is in process of development. Not all the procedures and methods 
have been completely designed and written, since this part of the project is at early stage. This section 
shows the progress of the project so far and the following steps to be taken. The project will take months 
to be finished and implemented, being these procedures the foundations of the entire process.  

Definition of Scope of the Energy Audit 
E&P installations vary according to the volume, physical characteristics of the production fluids, the well 
production needs and production forecasts. The consumption of energy of artificial lift equipment should 
be taken into consideration, not only for energy management reasons, but for the flow assurance and 
production optimization, although it is not present in all wells. This means that the energy auditing 
purposes and the scope of the methodology shall extend to the well production, even though not all 
operated assets have artificial lift production. 

The energy consumption distribution is not the same in all BU’s and, therefore, a simple methodology 
cannot be defined. The specific scope of the energy audit shall be stated at the beginning of the energy 
planning process, depending on the BU where it is going to be applied and the available installations. The 
following systems were defined in the general scope: 

 Production equipment: gas lift compression, rod pumps, electric submersible pumps, gathering 
systems and flow assurance equipment 

 Fluid transportation: piping, valves, compression and pumping 
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 Gas dehydration: glycol dehydration columns 
 Fluid heating: heat exchangers, electric and fuel fired heaters  
 Power generation: gas turbines, engine generators 
 Flaring systems 
 Venting of gas and fugitives: condensate storage, seals and connections 

Support documents 
The first step to develop the methodology of the energy audit is to design a set of procedures, taking into 
account general considerations and adjusting these methods to the nature of the business. The 
documents that will back-up the methodology shall be coherent and relate effectively within them. The first 
draft of the documents was made for further reviews and modifications. 

1. General Energy Audit Procedure for E&P 

Figure 11 shows the basis of the energy audit procedure to be followed throughout the total audit process.  

 

Figure 11 – General Energy Audit Process 

The main document of the general procedure will have the following contents: 

 Objective and scope: as defined previously in page 26. 
 Group of auditors and responsibilities: definition of the number, the specialties and 

responsibilities of the members of the team. The team shall be coordinated from the Asset 
Management Direction and it may include experienced employees, not only from the corporate 
division, but also from the BU to be audited and from other BU’s to enrich the knowledge base.  

 Technical approach: outline of the systems and equipment, for which a more detailed procedure 
is available, setting in a technical manner the line of action of the energy audit. This approach 
needs to be applicable to all BU, considering the main systems that are found in general in E&P 
end energy recovery units (heat and gas) when present. 

 Methodology: explanation of the phases, guiding the audit team on how each phase should be 
executed, aspects to consider and main activities included. 
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 Additional considerations: instrumentation, equipment, safety measures and required time, 
among other issues are mentioned 

 Documents and records: it states the deliverables of the audit 
 Annexes: links to the supporting documents. 

 
2. Energy Audit checklists 

Several checklists are in process of development, intended to provide a solid guidance on the data and 
details the audit group should pay attention to when approaching selected systems and equipment (a list 
of considered equipment is given in ANNEX 6). The items that are highlighted are: 

 Initial approach:  
o First steps and technical information needed to be gathered from specification sheets 
o Maintenance routines findings  
o Operators’ useful knowledge 
o Field and control room relevant data  
o Aspects to be analyzed and noted. 

 Energy efficiency assessment:  
o Aspects that define the proper operation of an equipment  
o Simple calculation methods, if available, to verify inefficiencies and estimate the 

magnitude the range of improvement (connected to calculation spreadsheets) 
o Variables in the operation that commonly affect the efficiency of the equipment 

 Common improvement or upgrading in selected equipment 
o Operation adjustments that are typical of efficiency increase 
o Possible opportunities that may be evident in the analysis 

 
3. Calculation methods spreadsheets 

A set of calculation methods for a rapid efficiency assessment of selected pieces of equipment is in 
process of design, providing a rough estimation of the possible inefficiencies and energy savings 
opportunities. This will guide the auditor team in determining if further study or detailed analysis must be 
performed, as well as giving an idea of the savings potential. Sources in Table 6, as well as common 
manufacturer’s datasheets and published studies (add sources) are used as reference. Detailed 
estimations shall be performed in the post-audit phase, where the opportunities are evaluated technically 
and economically. ANNEX 6 shows an example of the work in progress. 

Following steps 
As mentioned, this is the first step in the whole process of energy audits methodology design and several 
revisions and adjustments will be performed next. The expertise of specialist of different areas is required 
before the implementation of the pilot audit in one of the BU to prove and improve the methodology 
proposed. 

INTERNSHIP WORK 

Internship position and project coordination 
From Repsol’s point of view, in E&P energy should be managed from the operations division. As stated in 
page 10, Repsol manages the EE and GHG emissions of E&P operations from the DEDT, which is the 
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direction that is in charge of the technical development. Figure 12 shows the hierarchy of the EE 
management under the Operations (COO) direction. The Asset Management Direction ensures the proper 
operation and maintenance methods in E&P. One of the projects that the Asset Management Direction 
has is the improvement of the EE and GHG emissions reduction. The internship’s main purpose was 
directed to this project in particular. 

 

Figure 12 – Repsol’s Hierarchy of the Energy Efficiency Management in E&P 

The Asset Management team is composed by 9 experts, one of which is responsible of the EE projects in 
E&P; the tutor of this project. No other interns were involved in this project. The internship duties were 
coordinated directly by the tutor, according to the objectives set and the needs of improvement in the 
EnMS. Support from the other experts of the team was given in the different aspects, only when needed, 
to reinforce the knowledge in the E&P operations to provide tailored procedures and results for the energy 
management. 

Work undertaken and collaboration with other areas 
The assurance of EE in the upstream operations is a job that brings together several disciplines under the 
E&P direction. For the EE assurance in the GIP process, collaboration from the other disciplines was 
obtained in meetings and by information sharing (Table 2). The modifications made in the deliverables had 
to be approved by the responsible of each discipline involved; these meetings and interactions were held 
as part of the internship. The need of the Energy Efficiency Philosophy Guideline was identified from the 
analysis of the deliverable cards and available documents. The writing of the draft of the guideline was the 
main outcome of this part of the project. 

The design and programming of the energy planning Excel tools were completely developed during the 
internship, with the supervision of the tutor when adjustments had to be made to fulfill the requirements of 
the program and the relevance of the outputs, for reporting purposes. Analysis of the energy consumption, 
energy waste, energy source mix of the assets and other analysis charts were included as outputs of the 
calculation platform, and can be considered as added value to the KPI analysis system. 

The benefits achieved with the implementation of EE and GHG emissions reduction methods in E&P will 
positively affect Repsol’s corporate environmental footprint. The DHAUC is a corporate direction that veils 
for the mitigation of GHG emissions and is a key team player in the projects developed in all divisions, 
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including E&P. The design of the energy audit methodologies was done with the assistance of the Energy 
Management division of the DHAUC. In this stage of the project, the expertise of the Asset Management 
team in well production, asset operation and facilities maintenance issues were complemented with the 
experience of the DHAUC in energy auditing in downstream installations.  

Difficulties encountered and lessons learned 
The implementation of the EnMS in E&P operations of the O&G industry is a relatively recent practice. 
Records of successfully implemented energy management procedures are not widely found and standards 
cannot be easily homogenized among processes within the company or the industry. This has been 
explained in detail in page 8. Benchmarking and standardization is limited among BU’s, being the major 
difficulty when analyzing in a general way the energy performance of the E&P operations.  

E&P involves processes of various disciplines and specialties, nourishing the development of the EnMS 
improvement project and giving a wider view of the possible causes of inefficiencies. The energy 
performance analysis and the energy audit procedures must take into account the ‘big picture’ before 
trying to understand and evaluate the efficiency of selected equipment and systems in facilities. Causes of 
problems in plant could be encountered and solved in the wellhead, and not in the processing plant 
installations. 

One of the main limitations to keep in mind at the different stages of the project is that the strategies 
developed in the headquarters offices will be implemented in fields in very different and remote locations. 
The procedures that are developed now, will serve as a base for a long process of continual improvement 
of the system. The proposals, analysis and methods are not intended to be definitive in any matter.  

CONCLUSIONS 
The O&G industry is concerned about the waste of energy and the economic and environmental 
implications that a poor management of energy resources in the field has in the operations, costs and 
image. Measures have been largely implemented by several O&G companies mainly to reduce GHG 
emissions and optimize profit, but the systematic approach towards the saving of energy is relatively new 
in the industry. The nature of the E&P business has made the implementation of EnMS a slow and difficult 
process, but the effort to standardize the procedures and best practices is present and gaining importance 
in the management of the E&P operations. The ISO 50001 standard release in 2011 boosted the interests 
in EnMS, giving a general framework in which the initiatives of the improvement of the energy 
management in E&P shall be directed. These outlines are useful and shall be adjusted to the business 
needs and particular aspects of operation. 

Repsol is encouraging best management practices at all levels in E&P, being the EE one of the main 
strategies on the achievement of excellence. Work has been done, is in process of performance and will 
continue to progress in the next years, improving and adapting methods to the standards of operation. 
This project, being part of this process, is a sample. The disciplines and areas of Repsol that collaborated 
in this project shared the vision and were eager to contribute to the achievement of the objectives. The 
awareness of the importance of the EE in the E&P operations exist in the corporate level in the Company, 
setting the drivers through a common strategy for the company, that shall be spread to all the existing BU 
and new projects.  

The achievements in this project are just one step forward. The continual improvement model shall be 
applied effectively in the E&P process, covering all BU’s and operations. The changes made in the 
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deliverables of the Integrated Project Management are still to be put into practice in the coming TR’s and 
PR’s. A report of the results shall be presented and updates shall be done, if necessary. The drafted 
documents must be approved by management before being released, the CERO database updates shall 
be programmed periodically and the information from the BU must be acquired timely. Having a solid 
database of results and future projects will make the energy planning easier to implement and follow-up. In 
the end, the documents of the Energy Audit shall be revised by different experts, the methodology must be 
strictly evaluated and modifications must be done where required to build a methodology robust enough to 
be applied in all BU’s.  

Repsol provides an enjoyable work environment, allowing the exchange of knowledge through the 
different areas and sections of the Company. The willingness to help of the interviewed employees shows 
that the mind-set that has characterized the O&G Industry on the management of the environmental 
issues is changing. Hopefully this will continue develop in the appropriate path, providing a more 
sustainable foundation of O&G processes in the future. 
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ANNEX 1: CHANGES IN THE GIP DELIVERABLES EE APPROACH 
 

 

Figure 13 –Changes in the structure of the GIP deliverables in EE Assurance  

      Energy Efficiency Philosophy Guideline reference 
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ANNEX 2: ENERGY EFFICIENCY PHILOSOPHY GUIDELINE CONTENTS 
 

 

 

Figure 14 – Table of contents of the Energy Efficiency Guideline 
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ANNEX 3: KPI AND OBJECTIVES FOLLOW-UP APPLICATION 

 

Figure 15 – Data import for KPI analysis user interface screen view 
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Figure 16 – Objective estimation user interface screen view 
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Figure 17 – Screen view of the objectives results and creation of reports 
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ANNEX 4: EXAMPLES OF DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 
 

 
Figure 18 – Energy Intensity Indicator for DGE&P 

Note: One BU data missing 

 
Figure 19 – Energy Intensity Indicator for E&P Operated Assets 

 

 
Figure 20 – GHG Intensity Indicator for E&P Operated Assets 
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Figure 21 – Energy mix and consumption of E&P BU’s 

 

Figure 22 – Energy sinks (GJ) vs. GHG emissions 

 

Figure 23 – Energy sinks and GHG emissions for a particular BU 
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ANNEX 5: 2013 OBJECTIVES ESTIMATION RESULT 
 

 

Figure 24 - CO2 Emissions Reduction Roadmap until 2018 (Realistic Scenario) 

 

Figure 25 – CO2 Emissions Reduction Roadmap until 2018 (Safe Scenario) 

 
Table 8 – 2013 Objectives 

 
 

Table 9 – 2013-2018 Objectives 

 

  

2013 ENERGY SAVINGS
 (% OF 2012 TOTAL CONSUMPTION)

2,15%

2,15%

0,78%

TOTAL CO2 EMISSION REDUCTION IN 2013
(tCO2e)

32.843

32.843

9.193

Considering ALL Possible Projects

Considering ONLY Approved and Started Projects

Considering ONLY Started Projects

ACCUMULATED ENERGY SAVINGS 2013 AND 2017
 (% OF 2012 TOTAL CONSUMPTION)

5,12%

5,12%

1,58%Considering ONLY Started Projects

TOTAL CO2 EMISSION REDUCTION IN 2013 AND 
2017

(tCO2e)

74.834

74.834

19.748

Considering ALL Possible Projects

Considering ONLY Approved and Started Projects
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ANNEX 6: CONTENTS OF THE MAIN ENERGY AUDIT DOCUMENTS 

 

Figure 26 – Energy Audit checklist index screen view 

 

Figure 27 – Calculation methods screen view for gas turbines 


